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Exercise 1

Write an interface RandomVariable with at least the following methods:

• generate(), which returns one realization of the random variable;

• getMean(), which returns the analytic expectation of the random variable;

• getStdDeviation(), which returns the analytic standard deviation of the random variable;

• getSampleMean(int n), which returns the mean of n realizations of the random variable;

• getSampleStdDeviation(int n), which returns the standard deviation of n realizations of the
random variable;

• densityFunction(double x), which returns the density function of the random variable, evaluated
at x;

• cumulativeDistributionFunction(double x), which returns the distribution function of the ran-
dom variable, evaluated at x;

• quantileFunction(double x), which returns the quantile function of the random variable, eva-
luated at x.

Implement this interface in two classes:

• ExponentialRandomVariable, which generates exponentially distributed random variables X of
parameter λ by inversion sampling;

• NormalRandomVariable, which generates a normal N (µ, σ2) by inversion sampling. You can get an
approximation of the inverse normal CDF at paragraph 26.2.23 of the Abramovitz and Stegun’s
book Handbook of mathematical functions (you can find it also online).

Test your classes for exponential and normal random variables of your choice (for example, compute
mean and sample mean, standard deviation and sample standard deviation, etc).

Exercise 2

(a) Define now an abstract class MeanConfidenceInterval containing two ab-
stract methods getLowerBoundConfidenceInterval(double level) and
getUpperBoundConfidenceInterval(double level) which compute the lower bound and
the upper bound, respectively, of the confidence interval at the given level for the mean of a
sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a given distribution. Implement those methods in two
derived concrete classes ChebyshevConfidenceInterval and CLTConfidenceInterval calcula-
ting lower and upper bounds using respectively Chebyshev’s inequality and the Central Limit
theorem. These classes will have two fields, RandomVariable randomVariable, int sampleSize:
randomVariable is an object of a class implementing RandomVariable and sampleSize is the size
of the sequence of random variables.

(b) Add a concrete method frequenceOfInterval(int numberOfDrawings, double level) to
MeanConfidenceInterval, that computes how many of the numberOfDrawings computations of
the mean of a sequence of length sampleSize of i.i.d. random variables lie into the computed
confidence interval of level Level.



(c) Test your classes via a main method: in particular, compute the 95% confidence interval and the
frequency of means of samples falling into that interval for an exponential random variable with
λ = 0.2, for both Chebyshev’s inequality and the Central Limit theorem.


